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FIVE SENSES

BENEFIT/RISK ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Previous Risk Assessments have been excessively complex, and while impressive looking, were ultimately not
conveying the benefits and actions of an activity. This new Benefit/Risk Assessment format is being tested,
with a simpler methodology and hopefully more clarity.

Activity: Journey to woods
5 minutes on broad single track road, with T-junction

Benefits
1. Road safety awareness, listen and follow instructions, personal risk awareness and responsibility for self
and group safety.
2. Exposure to real hazards and the need to pay attention, with a sense of both freedom and vulnerability.
3. Listening and looking during the walk, developing their ability to be aware of their environment.
4. A new experience which asks them to depend less upon parents and adults but to be aware of the risks
and assess their safety.
5. A good test for their ability to be responsible and to respect the adults running the event.

Hazard 1

Risk

Severity

Traffic

Road Traffic Accident (RTA)

High

Actions to mitigate risk
Story: Mountain Leadership night exercise.
Discuss with children and have them think about their own risk ‘assessment’, how to behave and how to
reduce exposure to hazard.
Ask the children to designate a front and back marker to be on the look out for hazards and the group to ‘take
responsibility’ for their own safety.
Have a clearly agreed signal and command in the event of hazard.
Position adults front and back as well, but encourage the children to take responsibility.
The children to be encouraged to see this as part of the adventure and to implement the ethos of managing
their own safety.
Move quickly along one side of the road, using same procedure as school implements for Forest Friday, which
the children should be familiar with.
The same procedure to be enforced for the return journey with special emphasis on the road junction, where
visibility is poor.
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Hazard 2

Risk

Severity

Barbed wire fencing and group
at roadside

Skin wound / minor RTA

Low to medium

Actions to mitigate risk
The access point to the woods through the fence has already had the immediate barbs covered. This needs to
be checked and re covered as necessary during the pre-activity site visit (Scheduled for Thursday am, each
week).
One adult goes first.
Have the children take responsibility for negotiating the fence and waiting patiently until we are all through.
Ensure all wait off the road and are visible to any vehicles.
Continue awareness of road hazard, not only the task of negotiating obstacle.

Activity: Play in the woods
Benefits
1. Change of habitat and thus perception, being amongst trees and away from vehicles, buildings,
technology.
2. Calming, natural environment devoid of intense stimulation.
3. A familiar space as opposed to completely unknown, so less threatening and should allow them to begin
to explore their feelings and surroundings more.
4. Materials to touch and assess, uneven terrain, obstacles and reduced visibility, other senses encouraged.
5. New risk perception, balance, coordination, three dimensional and less predictable (branches break).
6. Awareness of the group through sound as well as physical proximity.
7. Sharing and competition for finite resources.
8. Foundations of engineering, machines and mathematics through materials, estimating and assessing
properties such as weight, thickness, strength and water content.
9. Physical activity, upper body and core muscles activated.
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Hazards

Risk

Uneven ground, branches,
perimeter fencing, water, toxic
plants, out of boundary risks,
wet weather.

Trips, falls, wild play leading to
Medium to high
knocks, cuts and bruising, eye
damage, small children could get
into trouble in shallow water,
damage to clothing, panic and
anxiety if there develops a fear of
becoming lost or detached from
the group, bullying and hurtful play
more easily hidden. Tree climbing
and injury from sticks / branches.
Ingestion of bacteria or a plant that
their body is unable to tolerate,
whether a poison, allergy or
intolerance. Exposed to the
weather, especially rain.

Severity

Action to mitigate risks
Story: The Fox
Briefing on behaviour, zoning and rules.
Children asked to develop and apply their own rules from their own simple risk assessment.
A recognised meeting place (fire and camp) with an agreed call (whistle), boundary markers checked on preevent visit, hazards such as water and sharp objects checked with a survey of plants and litter.
Children shown how to walk like a fox, to tread carefully and silently, looking and balancing to avoid snapping
twigs and branches.
Solitary play and team work in gathering materials, engendering respect for environment and other people.
Paired up, with each looking out for their partner.
Adults on hand to observe but as best as possible not interfere.
Periodic head count and checking, especially for younger children.

Activity: Fire and marshmallow toasting
Benefits
1. A clear goal orientated task encouraging them to gather materials and work to get a fire! The excitement
of fire, a primitive fascination and science lesson, clear sense of a hazard and risk, to be discussed and
evaluated within the context of everyday life.
2. Introduces the need to plan ahead (fire location, water, materials) and anticipation of possible
consequences.
3. Working together with others on a task beyond each individual, learning patience, processes and forces,
movements, dimensions during cooperation and communication.
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4. Learning how to respect fire energy and how to behave and move in the vicinity, learning to approach a
fire safely and where the heat, smoke and flame move.
5. Applying marshmallows to the fire they lean the benefit of long sticks and the angle of the stick, motor
skills and rotation of the stick for optimum toasting.
6. Time for them to observe the fire, be near it and feed twigs into the fire, to observe the behaviour of
materials and notice variations in dryness, snap, weight, temperature.
7. Excitement married with patience and resilience, fun with responsibility.
8. Reconnecting with their deep ancestral past and with human relationship with nature and our own habitat.
9. Association of water with fire, extinguishing the heat and the fire triangle concept.
10. Leave no trace and respect for the environment.

Hazard

Risk

Severity

Fire

Sparks, friction, smoke inhalation,
damage to clothing, minor burns,
anxiety, damage to environment

Low to medium

Actions to mitigate risk
Work in teams, in one space so all can be easily observed and communicated with.
Significant preparation before hand so the process is quick, materials are easily to hand and the gathering by
the children only supplements the process.
Demonstration of the fire making technique, rules of behaviour around fire, movement and posture, balance
and stability, with a sense of calm and respect.
Adults initially moving the process along while in later sessions the children are left to discover and experiment
by their own hands.
Water immediately to hand, first aid kit and a responsible adult observing while a second adult is beside the fire
and able to be a subtle barrier between child and heat.
Discussion of how to plan and react to fire and problems, the consequences of ignoring early clues and how
to remain in control.
Extinguishing of fire, testing and tidying.
Calm departure with movement as a group (expedition).
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